A Beautiful Life
Acrylic & Mixed Media Painting

This painting was created over a 9"x 12"study on an artist canvas board.

Never give up on a painting that did not turn out the way you had planned. You
may be surprised at what you can achieve with it after all. You can always remove
sections that you like from it and have a smaller painting, or even incorporate the
sections with a new painting. Of course you could always gesso or paint over the
entire canvas and start over, or better yet, take advantage of the painting's colors
and techniques already applied and use them as the background for the beginning
of something new. That is exactly what we will be doing here while including
additional techniques to give your old painting new meaning.
Note: A heavy textured painting will not work for this project due to the tissue
paper application used. However, lightly textured brush strokes are fine.
Before we begin lets go over the minor technical stuff.
I will be using Windows. The printer is an ink jet and the software is MS Word, but
any word processor program will work. I do not give technical support. If you
cannot find what you need in the help section of your software, then please
contact your computer, printer, or software manufacturer for technical support if
needed. I have never had any issues printing on tissue paper, but you are fully
responsible for any damage to your printer should it occur while applying the
instructions in this tutorial. Read your manufacturer's warranty. You software if
other than what I use to demonstrate, will determine how to size and place
images to be printed.

Materials & Supplies

















An old painting that you don't especially care for
Acrylic paints like those used in your old painting, including some of their
complementary colors
Acrylic glazing medium in gloss, spray matte acrylic sealer
Small palette knife, scrubber kitchen sponge (sponge on one side and a
textured scrubber on the other side)
Soft synthetic bristle brushes ( ¾”- 1” flat and a small round)
Scissors (a small pair works best for small detailed images), tooth brush
Cotton swab, paper towel or absorbent cloth, container of water
A large stencil (any design), a small stencil with holes (you can easily
make this with a hole puncher and piece of film or thick paper)
Imitation gold foil and spray adhesive, masking tape (it is important to use
only masking tape)
Tissue paper (can use gift wrap tissue but use the thin cheap type)
Printing paper
Adhesive remover or any powder releasing agent (like starch or baby
powder can be used to cover sticky adhesive on the large stencil)
Hair dryer is optional - Note: Do not use a heat gun
Printer, word processor software, scanner is optional
Images to print (butterflies used here are from: Decorative Butterfly
Illustrations CD-ROM and Book (for Windows and Macintosh), Dover
Publications, Inc. 1999.

Creating A Tissue Paper Transfer
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The original painting that I will be using as background already consists of some
colors that I liked and some techniques that I could incorporate into my new
painting. As seen in the two close-up examples above, the original painting had
some stamping and stenciling techniques already applied. I will take advantage
of these techniques and colors as a guide for my new painting.
Butterflies will be added to the painting using a tissue paper transfer technique.
We will need to create a sheet of butterflies and then print them on tissue paper.
The tissue paper will become transparent when the acrylic glazing medium is
applied over it. So keep this in mind when selecting the image to be printed on
tissue paper: You do not have to use butterflies as your subject.
Areas with no ink (including white areas) will be
transparent when printed on tissue paper.
Light colors will be translucent (semi-transparent)
Dark colors will be more opaque.

If you do not have the Dover Butterfly CD or other images files available then
there are several other options you can use. See the two examples that follow.
Some may or may not work depending on the image source and the software you
are using.

1. Create a new folder on your desktop and name it. Scan some found images
from magazines and books and save them as jpeg. Store them in your new
desktop folder. Use the images to insert into your opened document. Open
your word processor program and start a new document. The opened
document will be the page where you will paste your image(s).

2. You can paste an online image directly into your opened document: To do
this, click the image to open it, some images may require that you select it
again so that it opens in yet another window, then right click on the web
image> select Copy Image> left click on your opened document where you
want to paste the image> right click and select Paste. The image should
now be in your document as seen in photo 2.

Most word processor software will allow you to crop and size an image
once it has been added to a document. It may even allow you to tilt or
rotate an image should you need room to arrange the image on the page.
See the example of the cropping tool being used to enlarge and tilt the
butterfly image as seen in photo 2.
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I have inserted the butterfly images from a CD into my document. This is a very
quick and simple process. If you need assistance, look in the help section of your
word processor program for instructions on how to insert an image into a
document.
Crop the images for an assortment of sizes. Make a few smaller so you can use
them to help create depth and distance in your painting. Include a few more than
you think you will need as backup supply.
Arrange the images so that they do not run off the tissue paper when printed. See
photo 3.

3

You will need a sheet of printing paper as the feeder sheet used to carry the
tissue paper through the printer. Tape the tissue paper to the sheet of printing
paper. Use masking tape across the top and bottom of the tissue paper only.
Make sure the masking tape is at least 1/4" from the edge of the printing
paper. Tape the top first then make sure the paper is laid flat and smooth
before taping down the bottom. Remember to place the paper in the printer so
that the tissue paper side is printed on. Print the document.
Lay your print flat to dry completely before spraying it with acrylic sealer. The ink
will take a little longer to dry on tissue because it is more absorbent than regular
printing paper. Setting 20 - 30 minutes will usually be enough drying time. Apply
two thin layers of spray sealer. Dry between applications. This usually takes 10 -15
minutes between applications. Do not use a brush to apply a liquid acrylic sealer,
the brush and the ammonia can cause the ink to smear. Once the spray sealer has
completely dried it will safe to brush over the print without disturbing the ink.

4
Cut or tear the images out while still taped to the feeder sheet. You do not have
to cut the images perfect. Leave a small border along the outer edge of each print
as seen above. We will come back to them later.
TIP: Before continuing, apply some stenciling and stamping techniques to your
canvas if you do not already have these techniques in your original painting. Brush
on some paints at random if necessary. Do not plan your painting at this point.
Just have fun and play. Do not apply texture at this stage. The tissue paper
transfer technique will not work over a heavy textured surface. Minor brush
strokes will be fine. Dry completely.

A Simple Stencil
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I used the small stencil seen in the foreground for this painting. I made them by
punching holes into heavy stock paper and plastic from a package of lunch meat.
TIP: You can seal a heavy stock paper stencil with acrylic medium to make it more
durable and somewhat water proof. It will last much longer and is easier to wipe
clean with a damp cloth.
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Hold the stencil down on the canvas where you want the pattern to be. Use a
small synthetic sponge or a cotton swab to gently dab a thin layer of paint over
the holes. You will be applying this technique at different stages throughout your
painting.

Applying Imitation Gold Foil
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Applying gold foil will add a little sparkle and mystery to the atmosphere in this
painting. Once applied to the painting, the foil may appear so pleasing to the eye
that you may not want to paint over it. Do not fall for the attraction so much that
it controls the rest of the painting process. Sometimes less is more pleasing to the
eye. I will use the foil in my painting for contrast and movement. There is no
particular plan as to where I will paint over the foil at this stage. I will later
determine where to paint according to color placement in the background and
where the butterflies are placed. But I have to first apply the foil layer before I can
move on to the next step. I know that I do not want the foil placed smack in the
center of my painting so I will place it to the left. I can always add more foil later if
desired or lessen its effect by painting over areas that appear too dominating.
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Make sure your work area is well protected from adhesive overspray. You can
apply the adhesive outside as well. Make sure you are in a well ventilated area
and always follow the manufacturer's instructions.
Place the stencil over the area of your painting where you want the gold foil to be
applied. Secure it to the painting with masking tape. Cover the canvas around the
stencil with paper to protect the painting from adhesive overspray. This step is
important because the foil is so light that even a slight breeze will move it where
you may not want it. The foil will easily stick to any exposed adhesive overspray.
The spray adhesive remains tacky so you will not want it to get on the rest of your
painting.
Spray an even coat of adhesive over the cutout areas of the stencil's design. Do
not spray too heavy or in one area. Remove the stencil. Set it aside so that
nothing sticks to it. You can clean the stencil after you apply the foil.
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TIP: Place a piece of wax paper over a sheet of foil and rub it to create static
cling between the wax paper and foil. The foil should stick to the wax paper so
it will easily lift and transfer to the adhesive.

Place a sheet of foil over a sticky area until the adhesive has been completely
covered. Use a soft bristle flat brush to gently wipe over the foil to adhere it to
the canvas. Cover the entire area with the foil before lifting it away.
Rub the tip of the brush over the foil in a circular motion to lift it from areas
without adhesive. A gold stencil design will appears. Save the small foil pieces
in a plastic baggie to use for other projects.

Cleaning A Stencil
The adhesive will also get on your stencil. It is very sticky. I have tried several
types of cleaners to remove the adhesive from large plastic and film stencils. It
involved so much effort that it was not worth the time it would take. I did not
want the stencil to stick to anything else when stored nor did I want to deal with
the stickiness the next time that I used it. This would be a real pain. I found that
using a dry soft brush to dust a light coat of powdered starch over it worked
great. The adhesive will bond to it. Wipe the remainder of the powder off the
stencil and you can then safely store it as before.
Goo Gone works fine for removing adhesive residue off small plastic stencils. Just
make sure that you wash away remaining Goo Gone with warm soapy water so
the Goo Gone left behind will not eat at the stencil. Always wear gloves when
handling Goo Gone.

Applying Tissue Paper Transfer
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Arrange the cutouts until please with the layout. Arrange some images over the
foil to create depth and layers, and to unify the painting.
TIPS:
Do not just place the images down randomly. Try placing them so that the
size and color applied will create deliberately controlled movement that will
hold the viewer's attention.
Do not clutter the painting with too many transfers.
Use odd amounts and various sizes.
Think about what your painting's message or purpose is.
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Use a flat brush to apply a thin layer of glazing medium to the canvas where you
want to attach the transfer. The tissue paper becomes transparent when wet,
especially in areas where there is little to no ink.
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Place the transfer over the glazing medium and brush a layer of glazing medium
over the top of the transfer. Start in the center and brush outward to remove
any trapped air pockets and to smooth the transfer. Notice in photos 12A and
12B how the outer edge of the tissue paper is transparent once dried. The
butterflies appear to be floating over the background surface.
TIPS:
Don’t forget to rinse the glazing medium and paint from the painting tools
after each use to avoid cross contaminating the painting with another color.
Change the water often to avoid unwanted dull or muddy colors.
Acrylics dries fast and is difficult to remove without damaging a brush. Lay a
rinsed brush flat over a damp sponge or paper towel while painting to avoid
acrylic drying in the ferrule before having a chance to thoroughly clean it
Remember not to leave your brush standing in the container of water. This
will bend its bristles causing permanent damage.

Notice how the light touches of gold foil peeps through some of the wings.
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The butterflies look as though they are floating gracefully across the canvas.
The foil also appears in front of the stamping and stenciling layers. I have
begun to develop obvious depth, movement, and contrast which in turn will
help guide my making some deliberate choices later in the painting process.
Once all of the transfers have completely dried, use a soft flat brush to apply a
layer of glazing medium over the entire painting and allow it to dry completely
before continuing.

Applying More Depth & Detail
Where to apply additional paint layers using a palette knife and brush will depend
on a few variables, starting with what your background looks like and what it is
that you want to achieve.











I applied both opaque and transparent paint layers with a palette knife for
added texture and contrast. This worked well, being that the butterflies
were also opaque and transparent. The texture provided some beautiful
contrast against the smooth surface, especially next to the butterflies.
The colors were mixed to match those in the original background. You will
not need a perfect match. Also apply tints and tones of colors used for
more color harmony.
A palette knife was used to apply some paint over the gold foil to create a
nice transition between the two depths (background and mid-ground).
The rough side of a wet kitchen scrubber was also used to lift some dried
paint for a nice textural effect.
Use caution not accidently scrub or sand the tissue paper transfers when
working. They cannot be replaced as easily as paint.
I used a small round brush to apply small detail and deliberate touches of
opaque color to the butterfly body and some areas of the wings. This gave a
little more mass to the butterflies, but without weighing them down (an
altered print technique).
The sponge side of the kitchen scrubber was used to lift away unwanted
wet paint.















I reapplied some paint layers where I thought it was needed. Applying
new layers and lifting dry layers of paint is where most of the time went
in creating the depth in this painting. The hair dryer was used often.
The small punch stencil was used to apply hints of gold acrylic paint to
balance the painting and to help draw attention away from the gold foil
area, making it appear more subtle.
A small round brush was used to add final details, and a tooth brush to
apply the delicate spatter effect.
Two thin coats of gloss medium were applied to the finished painting to
bring out the depth and colors even more. Once completely dry, a satin
coat was applied as the final layer to lower the sheen.

TIPS:
Always dry completely between applications.

Protect the area around your painting from spatter. Mix your paint to a
syrupy consistency for the spatter technique. If the paint is too thin then it
will run down the painting when applying. Tilt your painting upright. Use
your thumb to pull back the bristles and release. Aim the tip of your thumb
where you want the spatter effect to appear. The amount of paint on the
tooth brush, and the speed and pressure used when releasing the bristles
will all determine the spatter effect. Lay you painting flat to dry.
Use the bottom flat side of you palette knife to achieve various textural
effects: Lightly pull or skim the paint across the painting to create
texture. Use the bottom tip to apply texture in smaller areas. Tap on the
wet paint with the bottom of the palette knife to create small textured
pecks in the paint.
Setting your painting aside for several days then looking at it with a fresh
eye or through a mirror is always best. I almost always find an area that
needs adjustment.

You can also take your painting another step further. Take a photo of it and print a
copy. Spray the photo with an acrylic sealer to protect the ink. Now you can use
the print of your original and incorporate it into another work of art. Here is an
example of small prints from photographed sections of my final painting. I create
ATCs (artist trading cards) using the altered print technique.
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